NOTES:
1) BACKGROUND COLOR MUST EXTEND INTO ALL COPY LIMIT AREAS (EXCEPT AS INDICATED).
2) SEE APPROPRIATE SONOCO RAW MATERIAL SPECIFICATION FOR ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS.
3) COPY OR DESIGN ELEMENTS SHOULD NOT CROSS AT CONVOLUTE SEAM TO AVOID CROSSMATCH ISSUES.
4) COPY OR DESIGN ELEMENTS MUST NOT EXCEED THE COPY LIMITS TO AVOID BEING CUT OFF IN THE CAN MAKING PROCESS.
5) SONOCO LABEL LAYOUT NUMBER MUST BE REFERENCED ON ALL FILES, PROOFS & PDFs.
6) PDF CAN BE SUBMITTED FOR VISUAL ART PLACEMENT CONFIRMATION ONLY.
7) HATCHED AREA BACKGROUND ONLY - ANY CRITICAL DESIGN ELEMENTS ON THIS AREA WILL BE COVERED OR CUT-OFF DURING CAN MAKING PROCESS.
8) FINISHED LABEL SIZE IS A 5-UP (9.832” X 35.500”).